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Abstract—Energy-harvesting devices eliminate batteries, in-
stead collecting their operating energy from environmental
sources. A device stores energy into a capacitor, drawing energy
to perform tasks and powering off to recharge when the energy is
exhausted. State-of-the-art charge management systems for these
devices aim to avoid power failure during task execution by
reasoning about task energy cost. We identify that the innate
equivalent series resistance (ESR) in energy storage capacitors
breaks energy-based systems’ guarantees; running high current
load on a high-ESR capacitor causes a substantial voltage drop
that rebounds once the load is removed. This voltage drop is
disregarded by systems that only reason about energy. If the
drop lowers the voltage below the system’s operating threshold,
however, the device powers off while stored energy remains.
Though ESR is well understood in hardware design, this is the
first work to argue that software for batteryless devices must
also be aware of ESR.

This work presents Culpeo, a hardware/software mechanism
and architectural interface to relay the effect of ESR in the
power system to software. We develop static and dynamic
implementations of Culpeo and demonstrate on real batteryless
devices that considering ESR restores correctness guarantees
broken by energy-only charge management. We then demonstrate
how to integrate Culpeo’s safe voltage into state-of-the-art
schedulers, restoring task deadline guarantees for applications
with predictable energy harvesting. Finally, we propose an on-
chip Culpeo hardware implementation that allows for runtime
monitoring of the effects of ESR to respond to changes in
harvestable power.

Keywords-Intermittent computing, energy-harvesting power
system, equivalent series resistance

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of intermittent computing [67], [68], [70],
[87], [105], [113], energy-harvesting devices have matured as
a platform for deeply embedded sensing and data processing
applications [32], [66], [82], [108]. Such intermittent systems
eliminate batteries, instead collecting their operational energy
from environmental sources such as solar power, radio waves,
vibrations, and thermal gradients. A device stores energy into a
capacitor, drawing energy to compute, sense, and communicate.
When the power system can no longer furnish energy, the
device turns off to recharge, repeating the cycle. To execute
long programs through power failure, intermittent systems
must save execution state — such as by hardware triggered

‡This work was completed while the author was affiliated with Carnegie
Mellon University.

checkpoints [12], [13], [50], [76], [85], software defined atomic
regions [67], [68], [87], [121], or hybrid model [60], [70], [105].

A key challenge in programming intermittent systems
arises because some program tasks—such as using peripherals
or sending a radio packet—must complete without being
interrupted by power failure [14], [18], [70], [105], but power
failure is frequent. Many prior systems [44], [67], [68], [70],
[87], [105], [121] provide constructs for such “atomic” re-
execution, which is illustrated in Figure 1(a). The plot shows
capacitor voltage over time. As tasks execute across the top
(represented by the colored blocks), they draw current and
consume energy, decreasing the voltage. If voltage reaches
the minimum threshold, V off , the device powers off. After
recharging, the orange task will fully re-execute. These existing
systems opportunistically execute tasks if the capacitor’s voltage
level is above V off . However, trying to execute a task with
insufficient stored energy dooms the device to fail and not only
imposes the cost of powering off, recharging, restarting, and
re-execution, but risks prolonged non-termination [29], [70].

Thus, systems have started to manage charge to avoid
unexpected power failures using compilers [29], [69], hardware-
aware runtimes [16], [118], or schedulers [47], [71], [77], [88],
[121]. Such existing charge management systems reason about
energy to size tasks appropriately and execute them only when
sufficient energy is available. To estimate task energy, these
systems use direct energy measurements, energy modeling, or
programmer intervention [16], [92], [118]. Some systems use
changes in capacitor voltage as a reasonable approximation of
energy (Ecap =

1
2CV 2). Whatever the estimation method, these

systems implicitly depend on energy being the sole quantity
of interest for safe task execution. In this paper, we show
that reasoning about stored energy is insufficient. Intermittent
software systems must also independently reason about the
voltage of the energy storage buffer.

The voltage of a device’s energy storage buffer changes
independently of energy consumption, because a capacitor’s
voltage varies with current draw (or applied load). Even
with oracular knowledge of task energy and stored energy,
software may experience unexpected failures because of this
load-dependent capacitor behavior. The key oversight is that a
capacitor has an equivalent series resistance (ESR). In a load
circuit, a capacitor behaves both capacitively and resistively,
with ESR as its resistance. Because of the resistance, the
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Fig. 1: 1(a) shows an intermittent execution trace. Consuming energy
lowers the device’s voltage level; if it drops below V off , the device
powers off. Software atomic tasks must re-execute from the beginning
after such a power failure. 1(b) shows voltage drop and rebound due
to ESR on a real trace, which causes the problem addressed by this
work. Considering only energy consumption misses this key voltage
drop, leading to incorrect charge management.

capacitor experiences a drop in its voltage which “rebounds”
to the original level once the load is removed, minus the energy
used by the load.

While ESR is a well-known electrical engineering concept,
no intermittent system has considered how these voltage
changes impact software execution. Prior systems had low loads
and low-ESR capacitors, resulting in negligible ESR-drops.
However, batteryless systems must be geometrically small, so
they are increasingly adopting low-profile but energy-dense
supercapacitors that have (relatively) high ESR [30], [32], [38],
[82], [88], [118]. Furthermore, as applications become more
sophisticated, they mix computing with use of sensors [8] and
radios [45], [95] that have (relatively) high load. If either the
load or ESR is high, the voltage drop due to ESR is substantial
and cannot be safely discounted. Figure 1(b) illustrates this
drop using a real trace of voltage over time. The energy
consumed accounts for only the end-to-end drop, about 0.25
volts. The ESR-induced voltage drop (or ESR drop) spans a
further 0.35 volts, a drop that is completely missed if a system
only considers energy consumption. If the voltage drop due
to ESR causes the capacitor voltage to go below the system’s
minimum operating voltage, the system powers off even when
ample stored energy remains.

ESR drop breaks the central assumption of charge manage-

ment systems that reason solely about energy, which is that if
the device has enough energy to run a task, the task will not
fail. Instead, due to ESR-induced voltage drop, a task safely
executes only if there is sufficient energy and a high enough
voltage to survive the ESR-induced drop. Unexpected task
failures that stem from ignoring ESR compromise correctness
and degrade performance.

For future energy harvesting systems to be correct, per-
formant, and reliable, their designers must reason about the
effects of voltage on software execution. However, considering
low-level physical circuit properties such as capacitor ESR is
burdensome for software developers. The goal of this work
is to enable integrating energy- and voltage-based reasoning
into the charge management systems of energy harvesting
devices. Accomplishing this goal, we present Culpeo, which
is a hardware/software mechanism and architectural interface
that provides the minimum safe voltage at which a task can
execute without dropping below the operating minimum. We
show the value of Culpeo in two different designs of its
mechanisms and abstractions. The first is a compile-time,
profile-guided analysis to reason about the safe starting voltage
for regions of a program (e.g., software tasks [28], [68],
[71]). The second implementation uses runtime software and
microarchitectural support to dynamically produce accurate,
safe starting voltage estimates for tasks. Culpeo’s profile-
guided design variant avoids the need to profile the load
on the target device’s power system, separating the concerns
of the power system designer from the software developer.
Instead, the power system’s ESR characteristics are profiled
independently of the load, and the load is characterized (e.g.
on continuous power) independently of the power system. The
runtime software and microarchitectural design variant exposes
a simple hardware/software interface that decouples low-level
power system dynamics from high-level software schedulers
and applications.

We build prototypes of both Culpeo designs and apply them
to real energy harvesting systems and application workloads.
We show quantitatively that Culpeo produces safe starting
voltages and demonstrate that disregarding voltage leads to
wildly inaccurate estimates from state-of-the-art schedulers. We
then show that integrating Culpeo’s runtime design variant into
a charge management system restores the charge management
system’s correctness guarantee—which ignoring ESR previ-
ously violated—for three complex, event-driven applications.
In summary, this work’s key contributions are:
• The Culpeo hardware/software interface definition, which

captures both task voltage and energy requirements
• A profile-guided program analysis that combines power

system models with load current measurements to compute
safe starting voltages for application tasks at compile time.

• Two runtime analyses and implementations in software
and with microarchitectural support that calculate safe
starting voltages.

• A charge management system from prior work that is
broken by ESR corrected through its integration with
Culpeo.
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• An evaluation on real applications demonstrating that
scheduling tasks based on energy is flawed, while schedul-
ing based on Culpeo’s computed safe voltage restores
application correctness and performance.

II. BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION

Culpeo is motivated by the need for a hardware/software
interface that exposes the power system characteristics of
an energy-harvesting device (EHD) to software. Underlying
this motivation is the increasing prevalence of high-energy-
density supercapacitors, the electrical properties of which
present new challenges to designers of EHD hardware and
software. Culpeo exists at the intersection of energy-harvesting
power systems, profile-guided static and dynamic analysis,
and task-based intermittent execution. This section provides
a gentle introduction to EHD power systems and the reason
for and consequences of the shift to high-ESR supercapacitors.
This shift breaks existing charge management systems that
reason about energy only, creating a need for Culpeo’s charge
management interface, which considers the consequences of
ESR as well as energy.

A. Energy-Harvesting Power Systems

An EHD has a power system that harvests energy from
its surroundings and accumulates the energy in an energy
buffer. Later, the EHD consumes the stored energy to compute,
sense, and communicate. The hardware components of an
EHD can be split in two parts: supply-side power system
components (regulators, capacitors) that collect and store energy
and load-side components (microcontrollers, sensors) that
execute software. Figure 2 is a simplified schematic of the
energy-harvesting power system that we test in this work. It
is typical of EHDs that support a large capacitor bank (e.g.
millifarads of capacitance) [30], [82], [118] and uses two off-
chip voltage regulators: an input booster and an output booster.
The input booster regulates fluctuating voltage from the energy
harvester to steadily charge the capacitor, up to a maximum
voltage level (V high). Using such an input booster decouples the
charging behavior from the limitations of the energy harvester,
allowing, for instance, V high to exceed the harvester’s maximum
output voltage. Once the capacitor’s voltage level, V cap, reaches
V high, the output booster is enabled by the voltage monitor,
allowing software to execute. The output booster provides a
stable voltage to the load-side components as it discharges the
capacitor, decreasing the capacitor’s voltage level. This output
booster is only enabled when V cap is above a device-specific
minimum value (V off ). In other words, software executes only
when V cap is between V high and V off (e.g. between 2.4V and
1.6V). When software deactivates (i.e. when V cap falls below
V off ), the system uses hardware to fully recharge to V high before
the output booster is re-enabled [30], [31], [43], [66], [82],
[90].

EHD power systems increasingly use supercapacitors to
buffer energy instead of batteries or other (e.g., ceramic) capac-
itors. The shift to supercapacitors has benefits and drawbacks.
Compared to batteries, supercapacitors provide an attractive
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Fig. 2: An Annotated energy-harvesting power system schematic. An
EHD harvests energy into a (super)capacitor and uses the energy to
run software tasks. Input and output boosters regulate voltage to the
energy buffer and the load, respectively.

balance between energy capacity and lifetime; a supercapacitor
can last for decades [57], [83], [126] while a rechargeable
battery lasts only a few months under a high computing duty
cycle. Compared to other capacitors, supercapacitors are more
energy dense, with a greater capacitance in a smaller volume.
The main drawback of supercapacitors is that they usually have
a higher ESR than other capacitors, especially in volumetrically
small packages. Volume constraints matter, because EHD
deployments often optimize for small volume, such as an
implantable medical sensing application requiring a small form
factor. The shift to supercapacitors enables volumetrically small
devices with high energy density (compared to capacitors) and
long lifetimes (compared to batteries), but requires a system
to tolerate high ESR.

B. Capacitor Trends: Size, Leakage, and ESR

Culpeo specifically addresses volume constrained EHDs,
where the entire sensing and computing platform might be the
size of a business card [30], [90], or even much smaller [63].
Given the fixed, tight volume budget of such a device, a power
system designer should build an energy buffer that satisfies an
application’s energy requirements while minimizing ESR, but
ESR and volume are not the only considerations. To reduce
losses when harvestable power is weak, EHD designers also
need to minimize intrinsic leakage current (or “direct current
leakage”, usually “DCL”) from the energy buffer. Further,
building a bank out of fewer, higher capacity capacitors reduces
the total number of parts installed on the EHD and its associated
cost. In short, the ideal energy buffer for an EHD would
be composed of tiny, high-capacity, low-leakage, low-ESR
capacitors; however, such capacitors do not exist.

Figure 3 shows the trends of ESR versus volume for 45 mF
capacitor banks formed from different capacitor technologies.
Each point represents a 45 mF bank composed of a specific
capacitor (e.g. identified by part number) available from
Digikey [33]. Banks are formed by combining multiple of
each capacitor until the total capacity is 45 mF (e.g. a stack
of 45 1 mF capacitors). To acquire capacitor data, we limited
our search to capacitors between 1 µF and 45 mF and then
downloaded the summary metadata for the 500 shortest parts in
each capacitor type category. The ESR of ceramic capacitors is
not included in the metadata since it is typically very low [107],
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so we approximate each individual ceramic capacitor part to
have an ESR of 10 mΩ. The banks range from supercapacitors
that are roughly the size of a grain of Kyrgyz rice [81] to
electrolytic capacitors optimized for low ESR that are larger
than a standard US pint glass.

Figure 3 illustrates how different types of capacitors align
with the needs of a volume constrained EHD’s power system.
The data show that typical electrolytic capacitors do not
meet the needs of energy harvesting platforms, consuming
too much volume for too little energy, with moderately high
ESR. The lowest volume tantalum and ceramic banks would
meet the needs of an EHD’s power system, if only size
mattered. However, the smallest tantalum banks have extremely
high leakage current (e.g., 26 mA), and the ceramic banks
require an impractical number of parts (e.g., > 2,000) to
furnish 45 mF of capacitance. In contrast, supercapacitors
meet the capacitance requirement with the smallest volume of
all options, with low leakage current (20nA), and a practical
part count (six) compared to other technologies. The figure also
clearly illustrates the relatively high ESR cost that comes with
the low volume, leakage, and part count of supercapacitors.
However, unlike the unavoidable costs of high leakage and
part count imposed by non-supercapacitors, the high ESR cost
of supercapacitors is directly addressed by Culpeo’s new ESR-
aware mechanism for charge management.

C. ESR Induced Voltage Drops

ESR makes a capacitor behave like a resistor (reducing
current flow) as well as a capacitor (storing energy). When
current flows from a capacitor, ESR induces a voltage drop,
as in a resistor. This voltage drop does not actually consume
(much) energy as the voltage rebounds to its original level
as load decreases. If the drop causes the capacitor’s voltage
to sink beneath V off , however, the system will power down
regardless of the remaining stored energy. We illustrate this
problem in Figure 4. With a 10Ω ESR capacitor and a 50mA
current draw similar to a LoRa radio [94], the voltage drop is
500mV. With a capacitor voltage range of 2.4V to 1.6V, this
500mV ESR drop is 62.5% of the device’s operating range. This
radio transmission may consume 50mA for a short duration,
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Fig. 3: Volume vs. ESR for 45 mF capacitor banks using different
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requiring far less energy than is stored in the capacitor (e.g.,
5% of the stored energy). However, if the operation begins
with a voltage lower than 64.5% of its operating voltage range
(i.e., 2.12V), the ESR drop causes the system to shut down.

This ESR drop across the energy buffer in an EHD power
system is thus distinct from noise on the voltage supply of a
microprocessor [19] because of its duration. ESR drop lasts up
to hundreds of milliseconds, while a load is applied, in contrast
to the microsecond transients caused by voltage noise.

D. Disregarding Voltage Breaks Past Systems

Prior energy-harvesting systems only modeled incoming
(recharging) and outgoing (computation) energy, without con-
sidering circuit-level characteristics like ESR. Considering only
energy and disregarding ESR drop causes charge management
systems like schedulers to fail frequently.

ESR breaks schedulers. ESR-induced voltage drops violate
the core assumption of schedulers for intermittent systems,
which is that a task will execute completely [24], [25], [40],
[64], [71], [77] if the energy buffer contains more energy
than the task consumes. As a concrete example, we consider
the scheduler CatNap [71], which adapts RTOS’s feasibility
scheduling [123] for intermittently powered systems. CatNap
looks at the energy consumed by high priority tasks and their
deadlines, determining if it is possible to schedule tasks and
recharges so that there is always energy to run the tasks at the
appropriate time.

Figure 5 shows how CatNap’s careful scheduling still results
in a task failure. CatNap must determine if it is possible to
schedule two tasks: radio repeats every 6.5 ticks and sense
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repeats every 3 ticks. CatNap estimates the energy costs of the
tasks by measuring voltage at the start and end of each task’s
execution, in Figure 5 (a). The graphs are of voltage over time,
with the energy estimate for radio indicated by a green solid
arrow and sense with a purple dashed arrow. Figure 5 (b)
shows Catnap’s feasible schedule of the tasks interspersed with
recharges. Based on energy estimates alone, sense followed by
radio should complete in one discharge at τ6 to τ7. Figure 5 (c)
shows how this schedule will fail due to ESR. While there
is sufficient energy for radio, the scheduler executes it at a
voltage too low to survive the ESR drop, causing a failure. To
be correct, CatNap and other schedulers must ensure that the
starting voltage level is high enough to satisfy ESR drops as
well as the consumed energy.

Failures are Common. Running a task at a voltage too low to
sustain ESR drops is not an edge case. Figure 6 shows the error
between voltages at which it is actually safe to start running a
task and those voltages predicted by energy-based estimates,
for a series of load profiles run on the Capybara power system.
If the error is positive, the task fails to complete. We provide
details on the task profiles in Section VII; at a high level,
the profiles comprise different combinations of pulse width,
intensity, and load shape. Direct energy estimates fail across the
board, and voltage-based energy approximations like Catnap
are highly dependent on how quickly they measure capacitor
voltage after the task completes. A quick measurement can
capture the voltage level before rebound, resulting in a highly
conservative energy estimate that accounts for the voltage drop
as a side-effect. Catnap-Measured reports the voltage estimates
by the published Catnap implementation [71], and Catnap-
Slow reports estimates if there is a 2 ms delay between a task’s
completion and the measurement. Whether a task’s energy
cost is obtained through direct measurement or through using
voltage as a proxy, determining the safe starting voltage by
energy cost alone results in task failure most of the time.

Simple HW and SW approaches do not fix ESR drops.
Power-system designers commonly account for ESR drops due
to quick, transient spikes in load-side current by adding small
decoupling capacitors (around 10-100µF) close to the load-side
components [7], [42], [73], [114], [119]. While adding a large
amount of decoupling capacitance is the “go-to” circuit fix for
load-dependent voltage drop, decoupling capacitance does not

address the problem that Culpeo solves. Transient spikes draw
their current from the decoupling capacitors instead of the high-
ESR supercapacitors. However, our work targets sustained high
current loads. Decoupling capacitors are typically too small
to supply these sustained loads, which draw mainly from the
supercapacitor. We quantitatively evaluated this effect by testing
a wide range of decoupling capacitance (400uF to 6.4mF) with
the Capybara [30] power system, running a 50mA-100ms load
(similar to a LoRa packet) from a 33mF supercapacitor. Even
with an abnormally high 6.4mF of decoupling capacitance, we
still observed an ESR drop of 200mV, which is 20% of the
device’s operating range.

Simply adding a safety margin (e.g., provisioning extra
energy) is also an inadequate solution. Provisioning unnecessary
energy will make the entire system inefficient while still not
guaranteeing correctness; a larger ESR drop that spills over the
safety margin could still happen. Further, the programmer has
little guidance on how much extra energy to provision for safety.
The limited data in capacitor datasheets make handling ESR a
guessing game for application developers, even if they are aware
of the voltage drop effect [9], [35], [55], [78], [93]. While in-
dustry hardware designers perform expensive characterizations
of ESR across frequency, temperature, humidity and lifetime,
this information is not accessible to software designers [114].
A more practical approach, and the one adopted by Culpeo,
is to provide software developers with an interface to reason
about load-dependent ESR drops.

III. CULPEO OVERVIEW

Culpeo is a hardware-software interface and collection of
system and microarchitectural mechanisms that captures the
ESR-aware voltage and energy requirements of a software task.
Figure 7 shows a high-level overview of Culpeo, illustrating
how the system and the programmer interact with Culpeo. The
goal of Culpeo is to determine the lowest possible voltage
at which it is safe to start executing a task without failing,
which we call V safe. Culpeo determines V safe based on the
voltage drop due to ESR for a task, V δ , and the voltage drop
due to the energy consumed by the task. Culpeo’s output is a
set of per-task V safe values that can be used by both software
systems and programmers to reason about task completion in
the presence of ESR induced voltage drops.

The V safe estimates that Culpeo produces can be integrated
directly into intermittent runtimes, or they can be used by the
programmer to reason about task completion at compile time.
An intermittent runtime or task scheduler records per-task V safe

values, using those values to determine when to execute a task.
Such a software system may reason directly about a single
task by comparing its V safe to the energy buffer’s voltage just
before the task runs, or it may use V safe as part of a feasibility
test for a sequence of task executions scheduled into the future.
A programmer can use Culpeo as a complement to an energy
model [29] to reason about how to subdivide a program’s code
into reasonable tasks. For instance, if a task’s V safe value is
higher than what the energy buffer can provide, the programmer
knows they must correct the task division. If using a device with
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Fig. 7: Schedulers use the Culpeo library to safely schedule recharging
and application tasks. A scheduler runs tasks, indicating their start
and stop to Culpeo, then Culpeo reports V safe to the scheduler and
the programmer using task profiles gathered by the power system.

a configurable energy storage array [30], [118], the programmer
can also use V safe as a guide to configure the energy buffer.
Furthermore, V safe values are useful during development for
understanding how different device load conditions affect task
completion, e.g., testing if operating a radio at the end of a
compute task results in a higher V safe than operating it at the
beginning.

Culpeo brings together several models and mechanisms to
provide useful estimates of V safe. At the core of the technique
is the Culpeo Voltage-Aware Charge Model (Section IV),
which uses information about a program’s current load and a
target device’s power system to analytically derive V safe. To
collect the necessary program and power system information,
Culpeo must observe a device’s power system while the
program runs. Culpeo includes several alternatives for making
these observations: program analysis (Section V-A), runtime
support relying on software interrupts (Section V-C), and
microarchitectural support (Section V-D).

The three alternatives for power system monitoring make the
Culpeo Charge Model useful at both design time and run time,
but they require separate mathematical implementations. Culpeo
defines two underlying methods for implementing the Culpeo
Charge Model. The first ingests load current profiles to produce
V safe at compile-time, which we call Culpeo-Profile-Guided
(Culpeo-PG) (Section IV-C). The second, Culpeo-Runtime
(Culpeo-R), takes in online V cap measurements and calculates
V safe onboard the MCU (Section IV-D).

IV. THE CULPEO VOLTAGE-AWARE CHARGE MODEL

The core of Culpeo is its voltage-aware charge model, which
it uses to capture the voltage and energy requirements of a
software task. The model defines a safe starting voltage for each
software task, V safe, that accounts for ESR drop. To calculate
V safe, both Culpeo charge model implementations (Culpeo-PG
and Culpeo-R) require a model of the target device’s power
system and insight into the load profile of each software task.
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Fig. 8: A measured V cap trace over a single (a) and multiple (b) tasks:
V safe guarantees that a task will complete, but the V δ parameter is
required to calculate V safe

multi, a safe voltage for a sequence of tasks.

A. Defining V safe

V safe is the minimum energy buffer voltage level at which
a task will complete without experiencing a power failure,
accounting for voltage drops due to both consumed energy and
ESR. Figure 8 shows a real voltage trace of a task execution,
annotated with the various voltage values that Culpeo uses in
its V safe calculation. V δ is the difference between the minimum
voltage during a task (V min) and the final voltage once the task
completes and the voltage rebounds (V final). Culpeo defines both
V safe for a single task and V safe

multi for a series of tasks, allowing
a scheduler to determine the feasibility of a task sequence,
not just a single task. As with V safe, starting execution at
V safe

multi guarantees that all tasks in the sequence will complete.
While calculating V safe for a single task depends only on the
voltage levels during the task’s own execution, calculating
V safe

multi requires composing per-task V δ information across the
sequence.

Formulating V safe
multi requires determining a voltage level for

each task that will satisfy its voltage requirements and meet
the voltage requirements of subsequent tasks. For the initial
task of a sequence, Task 0:

V safe
0 =V (E0)+penalty0 +V safe

1

Here, V (E0) is the voltage required to satisfy the energy
consumed by Task 0. Regardless of ESR, the voltage must
be at least V (E0) before Task 0 starts, or the energy buffer’s
voltage will drop below the system’s power-off threshold,
V off , before the task completes. The voltage after this drop
due to consumed energy must be high enough to satisfy
the requirement of the subsequent task, V safe

1 . If ESR is
not a factor, V safe for Task 0 followed by Task 1 would
be V (E0) + V safe

1 . Accommodating a non-zero ESR drop
requires increasing V safe

0 , which Culpeo accomplishes by
adding a penalty term, penalty0. The penalty is a corrective
term that ensures the temporary voltage drop due to ESR,
V δ

0 , will not force the voltage below V off . However, not all
tasks in a sequence require a penalty term. If V safe

1 is high
enough to tolerate Task 0’s V δ without crossing the power-off
threshold, the ESR-drop will rebound after Task 0 completes.
This rebound “repays” the penalty, imposing no corrective
requirement on V safe

0 . On the other hand, if V safe
1 is not high

enough, a sufficient penalty must be added to keep the voltage
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above V off during Task 0. The following expression describes
the penalty computation:

penalty0 =

{
V off +V δ

0 −V safe
1 , if V off +V δ

0 >V safe
1 .

0, otherwise.

Computing V safe
multi thus requires combining the V safe terms

and their penalty values for tasks in the sequence. At the
end of the task sequence, the voltage must be high enough
that meeting the last task’s voltage requirements results in a
voltage at or above the minimum operating threshold.

V safe
final =V (Efinal)+penaltyfinal +V off

V safe
multi can thus be formulated as the summation of the voltage

needed to satisfy the energy and ESR drops for each task in a
sequence:

V safe
multi =

n

∑
i=0

V (Ei)+
n

∑
i=0

penaltyi +V off

If the voltage at the start of a sequence of tasks ε is ≥V safe
ε ,

then the voltage will not dip below V off while executing the
tasks. As a proof sketch that V safe

multi is correct, assume that
for some task i in the sequence, the voltage after running i
is less than the threshold, i.e., V safe

i −V (Ei)−penaltyi <V off .
By definition, V safe

i =V (Ei)+penaltyi +V safe
i+1 . Simplifying the

equations results in V safe
i+1 <V off . As no part of V safe

i+1 is negative,
and the base case is at least V off , this equation results in a
contradiction.

B. Modeling the Power System

To calculate V safe, all Culpeo implementations model the
device’s energy buffer and output booster (Figure 2). For the
input booster, Culpeo-PG assumes a worst case of no incoming
power, and Culpeo-R assumes the input is stable.

The energy buffer (i.e., capacitor) is modeled differently in
each Culpeo variant due to differences in the V safe calculation
algorithms. Culpeo-PG models the energy buffer based on its
capacitance, C, and its ESR as an ideal capacitor in series
with a resistor. The value of C comes from the capacitor’s
datasheet and is generally conservative [9], [55], [93]. Using
datasheet ESR values is too inaccurate; the ESR experienced
by a load changes with the load’s frequency (i.e., how often
the load current is applied per unit time), but many datasheets
do not supply the full spectrum [9], [55], [93]. Furthermore,
small decoupling capacitors throughout the power system also
affect ESR. We instead derive a curve of ESR versus frequency
via direct measurement of the power system. To choose a
representative ESR value from the curve, Culpeo-PG uses the
width of the largest current pulse, excluding high frequency
noise. In contrast, Culpeo-R models the capacitor with no
knowledge of the exact capacitance or resistance. Culpeo-R
ignores some nonidealities of supercapacitors, e.g., leakage [53]
and charge speed effects [6], relying on the ideal I = C dV

dt
equation for capacitor analysis.

To model the output booster, the power system designer sets
V high, the capacitor’s highest voltage, and V off , the voltage

at which the output booster turns off. The designer also sets
V out, the output voltage of the output booster, which is used
in conjunction with the current profile to determine Pout, the
power delivered to the load. Culpeo uses datasheet booster
efficiency curves to relate Pin—the power drawn from the
energy buffer to the output booster—to Pout as the energy
buffer voltage V cap declines over the course of an operation.
We assume the output booster has little change in efficiency
w.r.t. current [2], [3], so efficiency can be modeled as a line
relating input voltage to efficiency (i.e. η = mV +b) at a single
current value. Combining this output booster model with the
energy buffer model, Culpeo can predict the behavior of the
power system in response to an arbitrary task load.

C. Culpeo-PG V safe Calculation
In addition to the power system model, Culpeo-PG requires

the application developer to input a current profile (captured
using any power system) of each program task, a process
described in detail in Section V-A. Culpeo-PG finds V safe

by iteratively calculating the voltage drop due to energy
consumption and due to ESR drop. Essentially, Culpeo-PG
applies each step of the current trace to the power system
model and predicts the combined V safe.

Algorithm 1 describes how the energy and voltage penalty
are calculated. The algorithm starts using the power system
model provided by the power system designer (P) and the
current trace collected by the application developer (I). At each
time step, dt, Culpeo calculates E using the output booster
efficiency, η , given that Pin = Pout/η . Next, Culpeo estimates
V cap to calculate the current drawn from the capacitor, because
Pin = Iin×V cap. Culpeo must consider V cap when assessing
the current from the capacitor to the output booster, because
as V cap decreases, the booster draws more current from the
capacitor; as current increases, so too does ESR drop. Finally,
Culpeo calculates the voltage penalty, which guarantees that
the new V safe satisfies the energy requirements of the next step,
V [i+1] and can sustain the ESR drop in the present step.

Algorithm 1 Culpeo V safe algorithm
1: function CULPEOVSAFE(CurrentTrace I, PowSys P)
2: V ←∅ . Initialize safe starting voltages
3: C← GETCAP(P) . Get capacitance value
4: R← GETESR(P,I) . Get freq. dependent ESR
5: for i← len(I)..0 do . Reverse through trace
6: E← I[i]∗V out ∗dt/η . Energy consumed by step i
7: V cap← ESTVCAP(P,I[i],V [i+1]) . Estimate V cap

8: Iin← I[i]∗V out/η(V off )∗V cap . Current out of cap.
9: V δ ← Iin ∗R . Voltage drop from ESR

10: Vpenalty←maxV off +V δ ,V [i+1] . Voltage penalty

11: V [i]←
√

2∗E/C+V 2
penalty

12: end for
13: return V [0]
14: end function

As shown in Section VII, Culpeo-PG produces accurate V safe

calculations for a recently profiled capacitor. However, Culpeo-
PG assumes a static ESR model, but supercapacitor ESR and
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nominal capacitance change over the device lifetime (years).
Capacitance can reduce to less than 80% of nominal and ESR
can increase to double its nominal, beyond which the capacitor
is considered dead [35], [78], [97]. A runtime V safe calculation
captures these aging effects by rerunning periodically.

D. Culpeo-R Calculation

To calculate V safe at runtime, Culpeo-R profiles the capacitor
voltage online, but storing a full time series of voltage
data is memory intensive for the highly constrained devices
Culpeo targets. Instead, Culpeo-R only captures the starting
(V start), minimum, and final voltages during an event execution.
Sections V-C and V-D describes Culpeo-R’s profiling in detail,
but, at a high level, it is achieved by repeatedly sampling
from an ADC connected to V cap and recording the minimum
observed voltage.

The goal of the Culpeo-R V safe calculation is to allow the
system to profile tasks starting at an arbitrary capacitor voltage
and produce a useful V safe estimate. Changes in efficiency as
the input voltage declines make the mapping non-trivial to
compute, particularly on constrained devices. Culpeo-R makes
several assumptions to keep the code running on the MCU
practical. The first is that efficiency decreases monotonically
with voltage; since Culpeo approximates efficiency as a line,
this assumption holds as long as the slope of the line is positive.
The second is that harvested power is roughly constant during
the event execution. This assumption is reasonable as the
supercapacitor-enabled devices Culpeo targets generally rely
on more powerful, slowly changing energy sources (e.g. solar
power) than low-end batteryless motes. Culpeo-R produces
different V safe values for different levels of incoming power,
so it is best to use Culpeo-R in conjunction with scheduler
policies that re-profile as harvestable power changes [71].

Culpeo-R separates the worst case ESR drop, V δ , from
the energy induced voltage drop, V safe

E , and calculates them
independently before adding the effects back together. First,
we calculate the new V δ for a given event in terms of the
current, iload , the ESR R, and the efficiency at the event’s
V min, η(V min), as shown in Equation 1a. This expression for
V δ is rooted in Ohm’s law and converter efficiency, namely
V outIout =V capIinη(V cap). Intuitively, as efficiency decreases
with V min, V δ gets larger. V δ

sa f e, the worst case V δ , is calculated
by substituting V off for V min in Equation 1a to form Equation 1b.
The problem, however, is Equation 1b requires an accurate
measurement of the load current and ESR when V cap reaches
V off . Instead, Equation 1c defines V δ

sa f e in terms of the observed
V δ without directly measuring the current trace.

V δ =
iload ∗R∗V out

V min ∗η(V min)
(1a)

V δ
sa f e =

iload ∗R∗V out

V off ∗η(V off)
(1b)

V δ
sa f e =V δ (

V minη(V min)

V off η(V off)
) (1c)

In addition to the voltage drop caused by ESR, Culpeo-
R must consider the voltage drop caused by actual energy
expenditure. Instead of predicting a drop due to energy,
Culpeo-R solves for V safe

E based on the assumption that the
energy delivered to the load, Eout , is constant across all
input voltages. Equation 2a defines Eout by integrating output
power (Pout = V capIinη(V cap)) over time. We then apply the
relationship between current and capacitance (I = C dV

dt ) and
change variables from time to voltage to redefine Eout in
Equation 2b. Finally, we set as equal the integrals that represent
the measured execution (V start to V final) and what would be the
execution starting at V safe (V safe to V off )(Eq. 2c). The goal now
is to solve for V safe by resolving both definite integrals, since
V off is given and V start and V final are quantities the Culpeo
interface can measure.

Eout =
∫ tend

tstart

V (t)iin(t)η(V (t))dt (2a)

Eout =C
∫ V f inal

V start
η(V )V dV (2b)

C
∫ V safe

V off
η(V )V dV =C

∫ V start

V final
η(V )V dV (2c)

However, even with a linear efficiency function (η(V )),
solving Equation 2c requires multiple cubic root operations
that are expensive for the low power microcontrollers that
Culpeo targets. Instead, we approximate the solution as:

(V safe
E )2 =

η(V start)

η(V off)
((V start)2− (V final))2 +(V off)2 (3)

Effectively, we solve Equation 2c after collapsing η(V ) into a
constant. We use η(V start) on the left and η(V off) on the right
because they can be known quantities that can be calculated
at compile time. V off is set by the power system designer, and
Culpeo-R may choose a known V start to run the event. We
finally define V safe as V safe =V safe

E +V δ
sa f e

V. CULPEO SYSTEM DESIGN

A Culpeo system implementation operationalizes the Culpeo
voltage-aware charge model to produce V safe values by an-
alyzing power system characterization data and task energy
characterization observations. Culpeo-PG is a profile-guided
analysis framework for producing V safe values, including
support for profiling tasks before deployment. Culpeo-R is
a dynamic analysis for estimating V safe at run time using
either an interrupt-based software system or a combination of
a runtime library and microarchitectural support. Culpeo-PG
and Culpeo-R expose the same API, which is listed in Table I.
These API calls allow both systems to profile software tasks,
perform V safe calculations, and access V safe and V δ data, while
accommodating Culpeo’s breadth of implementations.

TABLE I: Culpeo calls grouped by function. id is a task identifier.

Profile Calculate Access
profile_start() compute_vsafe(id) get_vsafe(id)
profile_end(id) get_vdrop(id)
rebound_end(id)
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A. Culpeo-PG Design

Culpeo-PG profiles an application’s tasks offline, before
deployment. Culpeo-PG implements profile_start and
profile_end operations that interface with current mea-
surement instruments [101] and capture a task’s worst-case
current trace. Capturing a task’s current trace is reasonable
because traces will be manageably short; a task’s total energy
consumption cannot exceed the device’s energy buffer capacity.
Profiling to cover a wide range of operating points (including
the worst-case behavior) is also reasonable because, as prior
work showed, “knob” values [70], [71] often determine task
energy consumption (e.g., the input dimension of a matrix in a
matrix-matrix multiplication computation.) Culpeo-PG collects
a task current trace (at 125kHz in our prototype) and selects
an ESR value from the power system’s ESR curve to use in
the V safe calculation. The analysis then calls its offline version
of compute_vsafe to produce V safe and V δ estimates using
the math from Section IV. Once Culpeo has computed a V safe

and a V δ value for each task, these values may be used by
the developer or code directly. For instance, a programmer
may include these values in a program to be read at runtime,
allowing a program to use its own logic to compare these
values to the voltage of the device’s energy buffer, for instance,
to control task dispatch. The advantage of Culpeo-PG is that
it allows application developers to calculate V safe values prior
to deployment using a continuously powered system, but the
estimates are limited by the accuracy of the statically profiled
inputs.

B. Culpeo-R Design

Culpeo-R is a dynamic analysis that profiles tasks while an
application runs in deployment and uses the profiles to compute
V safe and V δ estimates. An intermittent runtime system or
scheduler can then use Culpeo’s API calls to access V safe

and V δ data to make task scheduling decisions. Culpeo-R has
several operations that control its behavior. profile_start()
begins profiling a segment of code and profile_stop(id)
ends profiling, storing profile results in an in-memory table of
per-task measurements that Culpeo indexes by task identifier
id. compute_vsafe(id) performs V safe and V δ calculations
at runtime on the device’s CPU, using the profile data stored
in the task’s entry in the profile table. If a task’s profile table
entry is unpopulated, compute_vsafe(id) is a no-op. Culpeo
then stores per-task V safe and V δ values in an in-memory table.
Culpeo’s get_ functions retrieve V safe and V δ values from the
table if valid values exist, otherwise returning V high and −1.
An intermittent runtime system or scheduler can explicitly call
these Culpeo API functions and use the retrieved values to
make task scheduling decisions.

By operating online, Culpeo-R can adapt to changing
environmental and power system conditions. For schedulers
that monitor charge rate [71], a change in incoming power
that exceeds a threshold can be used to trigger re-profiling and
re-collection of V safe and V δ . Culpeo-R also allows capturing
V safe values for changing configurations in a reconfigurable
energy buffer [30], [118]. Culpeo models a system’s energy

buffer as a capacitor in series with a variable resistor, capturing
the effect of low resistance connections between individual
banks and the shared capacitor voltage rail [118]. To handle
data for multiple capacitor bank configurations, Culpeo-R tags
per-task data with a buffer identifier. Future get queries must
then specify a buffer configuration.

Culpeo-R has two implementations, one is an interrupt-based
software implementation and the other is a combination of
software and microarchitecture support.

C. Culpeo-R-ISR Implementation

The interrupt-driven implementation (Culpeo-R-ISR) relies
on an interrupt service routine (ISR) triggered by a hardware
timer that reads from the ADC and updates the minimum
observed voltage as a task progresses. profile_start() sets
the minimum observed voltage to infinity and enables a 1 ms
timer to trigger the profiling ISR. The function then configures
an ADC (on- or off-chip) that will be read from quickly in the
ISR, and reads from the ADC to record V start. Once the profiled
task is complete, calling profile_end(id) disables the timer
interrupt and ADC and puts the MCU in a low-power sleep
mode to allow the capacitor voltage to recover from any ESR
drop. The MCU awakens every 50 ms to read from the ADC
and update a maximum observed voltage. Sleeping between
ADC samples minimizes the MCU’s power draw to ensure an
accurate V final. Finally, the scheduler runs rebound_end(id)
to exit sleep when the capacitor voltage stops increasing, and
V final is set to the maximum value.

We implemented a Culpeo-R-ISR interface on an MSP430
microcontroller and show in Section VII that it substantially
improves the performance of event driven applications. How-
ever, Culpeo-R-ISR has several drawbacks. The first is that
the on-chip ADC in most microcontrollers is relatively high
power [116] which limits the profiling frequency and accuracy
for tasks with small ESR-drops (e.g. compute tasks). Second,
the MCUs we target are in-order, single-threaded cores, so time
spent sampling the ADC in software is time taken from the
application. Further, not all applications tolerate other interrupts,
leading to bugs [1]. Third, monopolizing the only ADC is not
an option if a task needs it. Many MCUs can multiplex ADC
access [111], but this can increase the sampling delay for
an application and force a programmer to rewrite their ADC
driver.

D. Culpeo-R Microarchitecture

Culpeo-µArch is a custom microarchitectural mechanism
that allows a system to collect the profile data needed to
compute V safe and V δ without involving the device’s MCU.
Figure 9 shows a detailed view of the proposed microar-
chitectural additions, which integrate into a generic MCU
architecture. Culpeo-µArch measures V cap using an 8-bit ADC
and uses a digital comparator to automatically capture a
minimum (or maximum) voltage value. Sampling V cap at high
frequency using hardware captures start, minimum, and final
voltage values required by Culpeo to produce V safe and V δ

estimates without continuously involving the MCU. The Culpeo
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Fig. 9: The Culpeo-µ-Arch is a low overhead design that uses an 8-bit
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peripheral block includes a high impedance input buffer to
minimize leakage from the capacitor, and an 8-bit register to
capture minimum/maximum values. The MCU interacts with
the block by writing to a memory mapped control register and
provides a clock (100kHz in our prototype) to trigger ADC
sampling. The MCU can read out measurements through a
memory mapped data register.

Table II shows the low-level driver commands that interface
with the block’s control signals and are used to implement the
Culpeo-R runtime library. configure enables or disables the
block. prepare writes a value to to the “min/max” capture
register, 0xFF for minimum, 0x00 for maximum, in preparation
for sampling. sample starts minimum or maximum sampling,
and read reads from the capture register. To implement
profile_start, the core issues configure(on), reads the cur-
rent ADC value to use as V start, and then issues prepare(min)
and sample(min) to start minimum sampling during the
task. In profile_end, software uses read to extract the
minimum before switching to maximum tracking, i.e. issuing
prepare(max) and sample(max). Unlike Culpeo-R-ISR, the
peripheral block will not end the rebound tracking until it
receives a rebound_done(id) call that reads the maximum
voltage and disables the block. Waiting until a rebound done
call gives the scheduler more flexibility in capturing V final.
The block, as we show shortly, is low power and may be
kept enabled indefinitely, so the scheduler may choose to run
another task immediately instead of waiting to capture a more
accurate (higher) V final.

TABLE II: Culpeo on-chip peripheral command interface Culpeo
on-chip is a memory-mapped peripheral with control and data registers.

Function Description
configure([on/off]) Enable or disable ADC

sample([min/max])
Start repeated ADC sampling,
storing the min or max value

prepare([min/max])
Set the capture reg. to 0xFF (for
min) or 0x00 (for max)

read() Read from the capture reg.

Culpeo-µArch eliminates limitations imposed by an interrupt-
based approach. The comparator eliminates software interaction
during the task; the scheduler only interacts with the peripheral
before tasks begin and after they complete. Moving to a
dedicated, modern, 8-bit ADC, instead of using the MCU’s
existing ADC, reduces power substantially and eliminates

resource contention while adding minimal area. Recent work
demonstrated an 8-bit ADC in a 130 nm process that consumes
only 140 nW at an area of 0.01mm2 [36], [79]. The ADC we
use to implement Culpeo-R-ISR on an MSP430 is also built in
130 nm, but consumes over 180 µW [17]. Therefore, Culpeo-
R-µArch reduces the power consumption of ADC sampling
to just 0.003% of the total MCU power, down from 4.2%
with Culpeo-R-ISR1, without degrading the accuracy of V safe

estimates, as shown quantitatively in Section VII-A. Since
Culpeo-R includes its ADC sampling cost in a task’s voltage
drop, reduced power additionally allows Culpeo-R-µArch to
profile lower energy tasks than Culpeo-R-ISR.

VI. METHODOLOGY

We first evaluate Culpeo’s ability to generate V safe values
for synthetic and real-peripheral load profiles, showing benefits
by direct comparison to a voltage-as-energy baseline system.
We then implement a state-of-the-art scheduler and integrate
Culpeo voltage reasoning to test the end-to-end value of Culpeo
in full, event-based applications. Our methodology relies on
testing on real energy harvesting devices to demonstrate that
Culpeo is practically useful and that accurate V safe values
improve application performance.

A. V safe Evaluation

We used careful hardware and software coordination to
confirm that Culpeo’s V safe predictions are safe.
Hardware Setup. Our experiments use the Capybara energy-
harvesting platform [30] because its power system architecture
supports high-ESR supercapacitors and it is preconfigured with
several sensors, an ultra-low-power MCU, and a BLE radio. We
disabled Capybara’s reconfigurable energy storage so that its
power system closely resembles the architecture in Section II-A,
with a V off of 1.6 V, a V high of 2.56 V and V out of 2.55 V.
Unless otherwise noted, the energy buffer was a 45mF capacitor
bank composed of dense supercapacitors [93]. To facilitate
automated testing while validating V safe, we modified Capybara
to isolate the power system from the load side components by
default. A test harness controls incoming, harvestable energy
and explicitly triggers the power system to begin delivering
power. In full application tests, Capybara is unmodified except
for attaching an external capacitor bank. For all tests we
simulate harvested solar energy using a 2.2V output in series
with a potentiometer. A measurement harness collects time-
series traces of energy buffer voltage and load current [89],
[110].
Load Profiles. We used load current profiles from synthetic
applications and real peripherals, shown in Table III, to validate
V safe. Synthetic profiles are generated by toggling resistor-
transistor circuits tuned to sink specific loads from V out under
two load shapes to explore their affect on V safe: Uniform
and Pulsed. (tpulse), representing a high-powered peripheral.
The Pulsed load applies a high current pulse (Iload for tpulse)
followed by 100ms at Icompute = 1.5mA, representing peripheral

1This calculations assumes an MSP430FR5994 MCU operating at 8 MHz,
with Vcc = 2.5V and a 50% SRAM hit rate [112].
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TABLE III: Description of different loads used in our evaluation.

Load Type Parameters Current Profile

Uniform

Iload =
{5mA,10mA,25mA,50mA}

tpulse =
{1ms,10ms,100ms}

Iload

tpulse

Pulse

Iload =
{5mA,10mA,25mA,50mA}

tpulse =
{1ms,10ms,100ms}

Icompute = 1.5mA

Iload

tpulse

Icompute

100ms

Gesture
Recognition

Iload(max) = 25mA
tpulse = 3.5ms Iload

(max)

tpulse

BLE Radio Iload(max) = 13mA
tpulse = 17ms

Iload
(max) tpulse

Compute
Acceleration

Iload = 5mA
tpulse = 1.1s Iload

(max)

tpulse

activation followed by low-power computing. The peripheral
traces were captured from the gesture-recognition sensor [8]
and BLE radio [109] on Capybara as well as an external ARM
Cortex-M4 [100] running a digit recognition workload [20],
[62], [103].

Test Harness Operation. We tested the utility of Culpeo’s
V safe estimation by monitoring whether a software task com-
pletes without power failure when started at V safe. Our test
harness charges the supercapacitor bank to V high, disables the
charging circuit, discharges the capacitor to the V safe value,
and then applies a load profile. Disabling incoming power
represents a worst-case scenario where the V safe value must
ensure that the task completes using only the stored energy.
We ran the real profiles using this approach and compared the
accuracy of the values produced by Culpeo-PG and Culpeo-R
to two baselines, a direct energy estimate and CatNap.

We also use the harness to produce known-good V safe values
for the synthetic load profiles. Via a brute-force binary search,
the test harness finds a profile’s V safe by repeatedly running
the profile at different V safe levels until the minimum voltage
is within 5 mV of V off . We validated that values below the
test harness’ V safe cause failures by running multiple trials
of each synthetic load profile with V start above and below
the known V safe. Based on our analysis, estimates more than
20 mV below V safe will reliably cause failures, and estimates
from V safe to 20 mV below will cause failures some of the time.
The validated brute-force methodology allows mathematically
comparing the V safe calculations of Culpeo-PG and Culpeo-R
with CatNap. We also separate the Culpeo-R implementations
to determine the effect of an 8-bit ADC on Culpeo-µArch
versus the 12-bit precision used by Culpeo-R-ISR.

B. Application-Level Comparison

During scheduler tests, Capybara is not connected to the
test harness. It charges and discharges based on the scheduling
policy under test and provides constant, weak harvestable power,
matched to a solar harvester [49], [82].
Scheduler implementation. To understand V safe’s direct bene-
fit to applications, we integrated a Culpeo-R-ISR interface into
the energy-based scheduler CatNap and tested full applications
on harvested energy. We modified the CatNap implementation
to support a larger capacitor bank than CatNap originally
targeted, which required changing the low priority scheduling
policy to account for longer recharge times, and disabled
additional features, e.g., adaptive voltage measurements, that
would interfere with measuring the effect of voltage-based
V safe estimates. Further, we disabled CatNap’s feasibility test,
replacing it with a check that the current voltage is above V safe

before running a high priority task. We then added the Culpeo-
R-ISR task profiling runtime as described in Section V-B
and replaced CatNap’s V safe and “energy bucket” (V safe

multi)
calculation with Culpeo-R’s. Since harvested power is stable
in our evaluation setup, Culpeo-R-ISR profiles tasks one time,
before the application starts.
Applications. The full applications span a range of load
characteristics and requirements for success, but they all are
event-driven. To guarantee that each application is feasible, we
degraded the event frequency until the application successfully
meets its requirements with V safe for each task set to a safe
value. We test each application by running three five minute
trials and report the fraction of events that are successfully
completed.
Periodic Sensing (PS) reads 32 samples from an IMU [102]
every 4.5 seconds and has a background task that reads
from a photoresistor and keeps an average of the value when
extra energy is available. PS uses a 15 mF energy buffer to
explore Culpeo’s performance with smaller buffers. An event
is considered lost if the intersample deadline is not met.
Responsive Reporting (RR) triggers three high priority tasks
in response to an interrupt triggered by a GPIO pin that arrives
based on a Poisson distribution with λ =45 s. The first event
reads from the IMU, as in PS, the second encrypts the IMU
samples, and the third sends the encrypted samples over a BLE
radio and performs a low-power listen for 2 seconds awaiting a
response [39]. Like PS, a background task captures light levels
from a photoresistor. RR must respond to interrupts within 3
seconds or the event is lost.
Noise Monitoring & Reporting (NMR) reads 256 sample
from a low power microphone [4] at 12kHz every 7 seconds,
while a low priority task performs an FFT on the samples in
the background. Interrupts arrive with a Poisson distribution
of λ =30 s, and trigger a BLE response containing the FFT
data followed by low-power listen that must respond within
15 seconds.

VII. EVALUATION

Our evaluation shows that Culpeo generates V safe values
enabling correct operation when prior systems grossly under-
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Fig. 10: This graph shows the error between V safe predictions and the actual V safe. The V safe estimates produced by Catnap and other
energy-based methods produce radically incorrect estimates. All Culpeo variants produce safe (> 0) and performant (< 10% error) estimates.

estimate a task’s safe starting voltage. We also show that
integrating Culpeo into a scheduler allows capturing events
that would otherwise be missed.

A. Culpeo’s V safes are Accurate

Figure 10 shows the difference between the known-good
V safe value and the V safe predicted by each approach for each
synthetic load as a percentage of the total capacitor voltage
range (2.5V-1.6V). For correctness, the difference must be
above -2% and greater than 0% is best. Overall, the results show
that ESR-aware V safe estimates are much more accurate than
state-of-the-art voltage-as-energy approximations. Specifically,
the results show that CatNap fails when a workload has a low
current "tail" after a high current pulse. Since CatNap’s V safe

estimate ignores ESR, as load current and ESR drop grow (from
5mA to 50mA), CatNap’s estimates degrade. The 50 mA, 10 ms
pulse shows an important side effect of CatNap’s approach–
for very large ESR drops, CatNap will overestimate the energy
required as it observes a voltage drop before rebound and treats
it as consumed energy. In instances where Culpeo-PG’s model
is accurate, it produces more accurate V safe estimates than
Culpeo-R because it profiles with higher sampling frequency
and precision. However, Culpeo-PG fails in instances when
the total load energy is high, such as for both of the 100ms
load pulse + 100ms compute workloads and the 50mA,10ms
pulse. These failures are likely due to compounding errors in
the output booster efficiency model.

Compounding errors also cause Culpeo-PG’s estimates to
get more conservative as current increases at a given frequency.
Such failures will become more likely over time as ESR
increases; a fact that is not reflected in Figure 10 because
this evaluation was performed shortly after profiling the energy
buffer. In contrast, both Culpeo-R implementations provide safe
estimates for all load profiles, demonstrating the robustness
of the online approach. Like Culpeo-PG, Culpeo-R-ISR’s
estimates are less accurate as energy increases, but its estimates
are always safe. The Culpeo-R-µArch is more conservative
than Culpeo-R-ISR due to its lower precision. The difference
is not large, except for the 50mA,1ms pulses where, ironically,

Culpeo-R-ISR’s slower clock rate results in an aggressive
estimate because it misses the minimum voltage.

We also show that Culpeo produces safe V safe estimates for
three real-world peripherals (Figure 11): a gesture recognition
sensor, BLE, and a compute accelerator running an MNIST
digit-recognition DNN. In the graph, the top of each arrow is
the V safe at which each systems begins the peripheral operation,
and the bottom of the arrow is the minimum observed voltage.
The closer the bottom of the arrow is to V off (1.6V) without
going below, the more accurate. The results show that Energy-V,
an end-to-end voltage based approximation that closely tracks
with direct measurements, and CatNap are not safe for realistic
peripheral workloads. The Energy-V estimates force the voltage
so low the output booster falls into a non-operational region.
CatNap fares better, but all of its estimates are still below
V off , triggering a power-off under normal operating conditions.
In contrast, both Culpeo versions perform well. Culpeo-PG
provides slightly more conservative estimates than Culpeo-R
as it selects a single ESR value to use for the entire operation.
Culpeo-R’s estimates are very accurate– they never result in a
V min higher than 1.7V and never fail. Overall, the data show
that Culpeo produces correct V safe values, but existing systems
do not.
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Fig. 11: Culpeo-R and Culpeo-PG’s V safe values (arrow tops)
complete with V min (arrow points) above V off for tests on three real
peripherals. The graph shows that Energy and CatNap V safe estimates
are unsafe, because they cause the device to turn off unexpectedly.
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B. V safe Fixes Schedulers

We first show analytically how to correct CatNap’s feasibility
test with V safe to ensure that tasks will not fail due to ESR drop.
CatNap’s feasibility test can be written as ∀t ≥ 0,ecap(t)> 0. In
other words, at any time, there is always energy in the capacitor
after executing the task scheduled at time t. This test is assumed
to also mean that the system will never fail to execute a task
if the schedule is determined feasible, but having sufficient
energy is not synonymous with lack of failure. Catnap’s
test only considers energy consumption for a task, implicitly
assuming that voltage to satisfy the energy consumption is a
sufficient level, i.e., ∀t,Vt ≥V (Et) . Looking at the formulation
for V safe, which is V safe = ∑

n
i=0 V (Ei) +∑

n
i=0 penaltyi +V off ,

it becomes clear why Catnap’s test is incorrect. If for any
operation i in the task penaltyi > 0, then ∑

n
i=0 penaltyi > 0 and

V safe
t = (∑n

i=0 V (Ei)+∑
n
i=0 penaltyi)>V catnap

t . So, the CatNap
scheduler does not meet the voltage correctness constraint.
Instead the feasibility test must be expanded as:

Theorem 1: Tasks {ε0, ...εn} are feasible if ∀ t :: 0 ≤ t ≤
n,Vt ≥V safe

t ∧ ecap(t)> 0, where Vt is the voltage level before
executing task εt and ecap(t) is the energy after executing.

If a scheduler uses this feasibility test, then the voltage will
not dip below the power-off threshold while running any task,
and there will always be sufficient energy.

C. Culpeo Corrects Applications

A Culpeo enabled scheduler uses V safe to eliminate the
unexpected power failures that prevent CatNap from meeting
application requirements. Figure 12 shows the percentage of
captured IMU events in PS, report triggering events in RR,
and both the microphone (-mic) and reporting(-BLE) events
in NMR. “Events captured” is a critical, application specific
performance metric that describes the fraction of events a
device responds to. The data demonstrate that Culpeo prevents
applications from unnecessarily missing events. CatNap misses
PS and NMR-mic events because of unexpected voltage drops
that trigger power failure. Powering down requires the Capybara
to spend time recharging that may cause further events to be
missed. The missed NMR-mic events are thus actually caused
by ESR drops and recharges during the BLE reporting task,
not by accesses to the low power microphone. RR fails the
vast majority of its responses in CatNap because the threshold
level at which to run low priority work is too low and the V safe

is too low. As a result, CatNap discharges the capacitor too
far when running low priority work. When an interrupt arrives,
the process of sensing, encrypting and transmitting begins, but
fails, and the system transmits the sensed data on the next
reboot, after the deadline has passed. CatNap performs slightly
better in NMR-BLE than in RR because the BLE event stands
alone– the capacitor voltage is higher when starting so the
misprediction in V safe matters less and thus results in fewer
(but still over 50%) lost events. Culpeo eliminates the vast
majority of missed events sustained by CatNap. Culpeo does
experience some lost events for NMR-BLE because it waits
charge to V safe for the radio task and does not always charge
fast enough to meet the deadline.
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Fig. 12: Culpeo’s accurate V safe estimates enable high event capture
rates where CatNap’s estimates cause it to fail.

Finally, we examine the effect of event-interarrival time on
scheduler performance. Figure 13 shows the missed event rate
for PS and RR given three sampling rates– slow (6 and 60
seconds for PS and RR respectively), achievable (4.5 and 45
sec.), and too fast (3 and 30 sec.). Running the applications
at a range of interarrival times demonstrates how Culpeo and
CatNap react to an energy surplus or deficit. Overall, Culpeo
makes the plot make sense– once the frequency drops to an
achievable level given the incoming power, Culpeo guarantees
high event capture rates. CatNap, however, experiences little
or inverted benefits from reducing the event frequency. This
phenomenon occurs because CatNap discharges the capacitor
too far performing background work. The more time between
events, the further CatNap will discharge the capacitor and the
more likely it will fail.
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Fig. 13: Culpeo has nearly ideal event capture for achievable event
rates. Catnap misses events because its V safe predictions are wrong.
CatNap discharges the capacitor too low while performing background
work in between events, so the more time between events (i.e. the
slower the event arrival rate) the more likely the task is to fail.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Culpeo relates to work spanning a wide range of topics
including intermittent systems, supercapacitor enabled sensors
and energy-aware programming.
Intermittent systems. Culpeo relates to strides made in
prior work to expand the capabilities of batteryless, energy-
harvesting systems. The initiative relies on checkpointing
techniques [11], [12], [13], [50], [51], [69], [70], [85], [113]
and task-based methods [28], [29], [67], [68] to tolerate
failures during operation. Able to tolerate power failures,
subsequent works focused on adding functionality such as
system flexibility [30], [43], timeliness [44], [60], failure
resistant timers [31], interrupts [87], multitasking [121] and
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peripheral handling through power failures [14], [18], [86].
Additional work has sought to provide guarantees for inter-
mittent systems, including formal checks for data correctness
and freshness [105], [106] and formal models of peripheral
correctness [15], assuming that tasks terminate. Prior works
also reduce the difficulty of developing batteryless systems
with tools to eliminate bugs specific to the domain [27],
[72], [104], model intermittent execution [98], [117] and
enable beginner-friendly languages [59] and repeatable energy
traces [124]. As a result, advanced applications on batteryless
devices have proliferated, including DNN processing [41],
[48], image capture [80] and recognition [82], environmental
monitoring [5], and gaming [32]. Finally, recent works [47],
[71], [121], [122] present schedulers for periodic and reactive
intermittent operation, which we demonstrate to fail with ESR
voltage drops. Thus, Culpeo closes a gap in the literature
between programming models and hardware to enable higher
power peripherals and compute acceleration. Culpeo likewise
complements work providing static termination checking for
intermittent programs [29], [37]. As these works base their
probabilistic guarantees on energy consumption models only,
they can incorrectly conclude a task likely terminates when
ESR drops will actually pull the voltage beneath the power-
off threshold. Programmers using these tools should also use
Culpeo-PG to check that a task’s safe voltage when accounting
for ESR is not too high for the device to support (i.e., will
cause non-termination).
Supercapacitor Enabled Embedded Systems. Culpeo is
motivated by numerous energy-harvesting platforms that rely
solely on supercapacitors for energy storage. No prior work
examines the effect of high ESR on applications that run on
supercapacitor-only systems. Early batteryless supercapacitor
motes, such as Everlast [96] and Ambimax [84] focus on charg-
ing supercapacitors efficiently and use large supercapacitors
(>10F) for which ESR is not a primary concern. Additional
work defined principles for building efficient power systems
in energy-harvesting, supercapacitor based devices [21], [58],
and are complementary to Culpeo’s efforts to improve the
capability of supercapacitor based devices. More recent systems
either seek out low ESR capacitors, increasing volume or
cost as in the Camaroptera [82] and TA-1 [66], or engineer
their applications to compensate [38]. Both the sensor node
and EdbSat instantiations of the Capybara power system use
compact, high ESR supercapacitors for energy storage [30],
making them primary targets for Culpeo. The Capybara
power system [30] uses an output booster to compensate
for voltage drops due to high ESR, but the work does not
describe the limitations that ESR places on how energy can
be extracted from the supercapacitor. Capybara’s task based
programming model makes no guarantees about completion,
and requires system developers to test all tasks before de-
ployment. Several hybrid supercapacitor-battery sensing nodes
including Prometheus [52], Trio [34], HypoEnergy [75] and
numerous others as described in [56], use a supercapacitor to
reduce the primary battery cycling. Culpeo, in contrast, targets
supercapacitor only systems.

Culpeo is aligned with work that modeled supercapacitors in
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to provide closed-loop device
simulations [53], [120], analysis of energy over time [21], [23],
[74], [115], [119] and the effect of the charging routine on state-
of-charge [6]. None of these models focus on the immediate
ESR drop because they target low current, long-lifetime
operations where other effects (e.g. charge redistribution,
leakage) are more prominent.

Energy-aware Programming. Culpeo is designed to aid
energy-aware programming languages and models in success-
ful interactions with supercapacitor based systems. Energy
Types [26] and ENT [22] are energy-aware type systems whose
guarantees fail in the presence of ESR as neither considers the
rapidly changing energy state of a batteryless system nor has
constructs to easily support ESR drop. Eon associates tasks
with energy levels [99] and could better evaluate available
energy in batteryless systems using Culpeo. Levels permits
"optional" code to run based on energy availability, estimated
using a simple battery model, and would require an awareness
of ESR to run on a batteryless system [61]. Pixie is a
WSN programming model that allocates energy to tasks
within a dataflow graph via resource tickets [65]. Pixie’s
energy allocator and energy broker abstractions would benefit
from this work’s treatment of ESR as a first class concern.
Additional efforts allow programmers to trade accuracy for
energy via approximation [10], [46], [91] and adaptation to QoS
requirements [54], [125] that all rely on a means of measuring
energy consumption. While these efforts are not designed to run
on energy-harvesting systems, they demonstrate the importance
of accurate energy models to enable optimization at higher
levels of the system stack.

IX. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

This work is the first to identify ESR as an important factor in
designing intermittent software systems. ESR-induced voltage
drops break correctness assumptions of prior work, which
reason about energy without considering voltage. As a remedy,
we present Culpeo, a hardware/software interface that enables
intermittent system designers to reason about power system
effects like ESR. Culpeo’s evaluation shows that disregarding
ESR results in unexpected system failures and missed events,
which can be alleviated by integrating Culpeo into intermittent
system schedulers. Future work should explore uses of Culpeo
beyond scheduling:
Language Constructs. Disregarding voltage can break energy-
aware language constructs. Energy-Types [26] provides a
type system to enable energy-aware programming. A well-
typed program preserves an invariant that program elements
associated with high energy availability (e.g. battery full) may
interact with elements associated with low availability (e.g.
battery nearly empty), but not vice-versa. This invariant is
insufficient for intermittent systems. A program element could
take little energy but have a high ESR drop. Calling this
element with little energy respects the invariant but could
cause the system to fail. To enable sophisticated resource-
aware programming on intermittent systems, languages must
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have abstractions for voltage-awareness.
Probabilistic Resource Reasoning. To make forward progress,
a task must be able to complete when starting execution with
a full capacitor. Compile-time tools use probabilistic energy
models [29] to give bounds on completion probability and to
aid the programmer in sizing tasks. As we have shown, energy
modelling is not enough as a task could with all likelihood
have enough energy to run and still fail. Future efforts in
probabilistic reasoning must model voltage as a resource.
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